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grupokaybee

GLOBAL PRESENCE

THE KAYBEE EDGE

in every continent

PAN-ASIAN SOURCING

India, China, Bangladesh, Vietnam, Indonesia

OVER 50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCEE
in textiles and apparels

TREND FORECASTING
in house creative team

END TO END SOLUTIONS
Yarn, Fabrics and Apparel

Groupokaybee’s gobal presence provide a unique network of
collaboration for our clients. this affords our clients a choice of
products across locations.The group has the ability to source fabrics
from Chinaand manufacture garments at low cost locations such as
bangladesh,Vietnam and Indonesia ensuring cost effectiveness

Decades of experience have tried and tested the efficiency of delivery
systems based on strong logistics and a vast distribution network.
Ouroffices across Asia ensure cost-effective and speedy movement of
goods across countries

Our in-house creative team develops new products, keenly aware of
emerging trends,to give clients a further advantage.Our team also
maintains rigorous quality control which is the hallmark of our enterprise

Grupokaybee offers an integrated end to end one-stop supply
solutionto address every aspect of our client’s requirements :
sourcing, qualitycontrol, logistics and distribution.We provide our
client a fashion garment that is commercially viable with the tag of
quality assurance and on-time delivery.

OUR SERVICES

Sourcing & Product Development
With the unique advantage of an extensive network of trusted and
approved suppliers across Asia, we provide seamless sourcing.Our
in-house product development team meets specific client requirements by
a deep understanding of client needs as well as in house knowledge of the
best locations and manufacturing to suit each client.

Factory Allocation and Manufacturing Control
We have access to extensive manufacturing facilities for a wide range of
products.The production process is executed and controlled by a team of
experienced professionals and industry specialists that have an intimate
understanding of client needs

Order Management
The status of orders, shipping and product development is tracked on a
daily basis to ensure progress is as planned and information is provided to
clients constantly to update them on the execution of their orders.

Technical Support and Quality Assurance
We follow a rigorous quality management system according to the client
specification. A dedicated quality control and technical team works closely
with manufacturing factories. The international AQL standards are strictly
followed throughout the process, starting from factory evaluation to final
inspection.

Logistics
Our customers benefit from our decades of expertise in providing end to
end logistics solutions for the movement and distribution of goods as well
as handling complex export documentation. We pass on to our clients the
economies of scale derived from our global operations providing efficient,
smooth and economical logistics.
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OUR APPROACH

Innovative Design and Development
Our presence in several countries gives us a unique oppotunity to learn
from best practices of several brands and retailers. Our apparel division
works closely with our fabric devisions and that gives our clients the
advantage of constant availability of new fashion fabrics at low cost.This
enables our Design team to create multiple options for Product
development keeping in mind market trends and customer-specific
requirements.

Quality
Our dedicated quality control team works closely with manufacturing
partners.We follow AQL quality standards from factory evaluation to final
inspection to ensure quality is maintained at every stage.Critically, we
educate our manufacturing partners to believe as we do, that “Quality is
the result of high intention, sincere effort, intelligent direction and skilful
execution.

Cost Optimization
We are dedicated to strategic sourcing, low cost manufacturing and
optimal pricing.We are able to offer competitive prices due to cost
effectiveness at every stage of the process : sourcing location, fabric
selection, factory allocation,manufacturing and logistics.

Healthy Working Environment
We practise responsible sourcing. Our manufacturing facilities adhere to
labour norms including no child labour. Prodcuts are delivered from safe
and hygienic environments.

INDIA

Groupokaybee has had a presence in India for over 20 years.India is the second fastest growing
economy in the world, and a primary supplier of cotton to the world. With its large presence across
the country, the company also provides sourcing, design, operational and logistics support to our
customers worldwide.
Taking advantage of Grupokaybee’s long presence in India, the company also assists in sourcing of
a wide range of

international products to it’s customers

in India. As India’s economic ascent

continues, Grupokaybee is look forward to being a key partner for it’s customers and vendors, to
help maximise the business potential of I ndia.

Contact us : info.in @grupokaybee.com
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WOMEN’S WEAR

MEN’S WEAR
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KID’S WEAR

BANGLADESH

As the second largest apparel manufacturing country of the world, the group's office in Bangladesh
plays an important role in terms of sourcing and design, as well as operational and logistics support,
for our customers worldwide. With over 5,000 factories and an experienced workforce, Bangladesh
is increasingly attractive to customers from all over the world.
Grupokaybee is uniquely positioned to partner its customers, providing them with unique
opportunities that allow them to manage and grow their business with Bangladesh, the best way.
The company offers a wide range of products in various segments across all woven, knitted and
sweater lines. An experienced quality team further ensures that all shipments pass rigorous quality
assurance standards, including any special requirements set by clients.

Contact us : info.bgd@grupokaybee.com
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KID’S WEAR

CHINA

The group's operations in China began in 1996 with only three employees. By 2005 when it began
overseeing its own independent marketing, it was enjoying revenue of $30 million. With more product
lines launched over the years, grupokaybee was able to capitalize on China's rapid emergence as one
of the key economies of the world. By 2010, operating revenue had reached $100 million.
With a full-fledged office in-country, it is able to provide a full range of additional services for its
clients, including sourcing, quality control, price negotiations, and trend forecasting.
By capitalizing on the unique qualities of the Chinese market, with its exceptionally vast size,
its diverse range of suppliers while being fully aware of potential pitfalls, grupokaybee provides
its international clientele with a local presence necessary for c ontrol and coordination. Exceptional
quality control is the key to the group's growth.

Contact us : info.cn@grupokaybee.com
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INDONESIA

Indonesia, largest (biggest) member of ASEAN, is strategically situated in the Asian supply chain
space. With a young, industrious & disciplined work force the country has re-positioned itself as
acompetitive alternative to China in the Apparel & Textile sector.
We specialize in all types of Knit Garments such as, Polos, Hoodies and Sweatshirts for Men, Women,
Juniors and Infants. Our long term partnerships with factories and strength in fabric sourcing gives
us a unique advantage. Backed by 60 years of presence in LATAM, we are your gateway to Indonesian
Apparel Sourcing.

Contact us : info.jkt@grupokaybee.com
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OUR PRESENCE

ASIA

AMERICAS

CORPORATE OFFICE

BANGLADESH
Dhaka

ARGENTINA
Buenos Aires

CHINA
Shanghai , Shaoxing

BRAZIL
Sao Paulo
Santa catarina

Texvista International Pte Ltd.
120 Lower Delta Road
#14-01 to 14-08 Cendex Centre
Singapore 169208

JAPAN
Osaka
INDIA
Delhi NCR
Bangalore
INDONESIA
Jakarta , Bandung
SINGAPORE

VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh

grupokaybee

MEXICO
Mexico City
PERU
Lima

AFRICA
GHANA
Accra

Tel:
Fax:
Email:

(65) 6549 5200
(65) 6299 0989/6102
info.sg@grupokaybee.com

Website: www.grupokaybee.com

GRUPOKAYBEE
THROUGH THE DECADES

1958

MIDDLE-EAST
MARKETS
Early 60s, business from
Japan to Middle-East

markets.

Impressed with workethics and discipline, the
company was founded in
1958.

1960s

1970s

TRADE IN
AMERICAS
Trade Liberalization
enables Grupokaybee to
extend their operations in
Central and South
Americas

FOUNDED IN
JAPAN

OPERATIONS IN
AFRICA
Grupokaybee expands to
West and South Africa

1980s

EXPANSION IN
ASIA

$300 MILLION
CLUB
Grupokaybee reaches
$300m, expanding its
reach with Fiber and Food
businesses.

1990s

Grupokaybee expands its
sourcing operations in
China, Indonesia, India
and Thailand.

2000s

INRODUCES
OWN BRANDS
2010s

Grupokaybee introduces
own brand of Fabric and
Tyres in LATAM and
AFRICA.
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